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Abstract—Music plays a vital role in human life, and it is a valid therapy to potentially reduce depression, anxiety, as well as 
to improve mood, self-esteem, and quality of life. Music has the power to change human emotion as expressed through facial 
expression. It’s a difficult task to recommend music based on emotion. The existing system on emotion recognition and music 
recommendation is focused on depression and mental health analysis. Hence a model is proposed to recommend music based 
on recognition of face expression to improve or change the emotion. Face emotion recognition (FER) is implemented using 
YoloV5 algorithm. The output of FER is a type of emotion classified as happy, anger, sad, and neutral which is the input to 
music recommendation system. A Music player is created to keep track of the user’s favorite based on the emotion. If the user 
is new to the system, then generalized music will be suggested. The aim of the paper is to recommend music to the user 
according to their emotion to further improve it. 
 
Keywords—Face Emotion Recognition, Music Recommendation System, Yolov5, Machine Learning Technique, Emotion 
Classification, Songs. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Music has the ability to evoke powerful emotional responses such as chills and thrills in listeners. Positive emotions dominate 
musical experiences. Pleasurable music may lead to the release of neurotransmitters associated with reward, such as dopamine. 
Listening to music is an easy way to alter mood or relieve stress [1]. People use music in their everyday lives to regulate, 
enhance, and diminish undesirable emotional states (e.g., stress, fatigue). 

The enjoyment of music appears to involve the same pleasure center in the brain as other forms of pleasure, such as food 
and drugs. Evidence shows that an aesthetic stimulus, such as music, can naturally target the dopamine systems of the brain 
that are typically involved in highly reinforcing and addictive behaviors. 

Music can be experienced as pleasurable both when it fulfills and violates expectations [2]. The more unexpected the events 
in music, the more surprising is the musical experience which appreciate music that is less predictable and slightly more 
complex. 

Music doesn’t only evoke emotions at the individual level, but also at the interpersonal and intergroup level. Listeners 
mirror their reactions to what the music expresses, such as sadness from sad music, or cheer from happy music. Similarly, 
ambient music affects shoppers’ and diners’ moods [3]. 

Emotion based music player is a novel approach that helps the user to automatically play songs according to the emotions 
of the user. It recognizes the facial emotions of the user and plays the songs according to their emotion. The emotions are 
recognized using a machine learning method YoloV5 model. This project is fully focused on training a YoloV5 model for 
emotion detection and improves the accuracy of face emotion detection. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

A fast and accurate system for face detection, identification, and verfication 
The availability of large annotated datasets and affordable computation power, according to [4]  has led to impressive 
improvements in the performance of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on various face analysis tasks [5]. They described 
a deep learning pipeline for unconstrained face identification and verification that achieves state-of-the-art performance on a 
variety of benchmark datasets in this paper. They detailed the design of the various modules involved in automatic face 
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recognition, including face detection, landmark localization and alignment, and face identification/verification. Deep pyramid 
single shot face detector (DPSSD), which is fast and detects faces with large scale variations, was proposed (especially tiny 
faces). They also proposed a new loss function called crystal loss for face verification and identification tasks. Crystal loss 
confines the feature descriptors to a fixed-radius hypersphere, minimizing the angular distance between positive subject pairs 
while increasing the angular distance between negative subject pairs. They presented results of the proposed face detector 
evaluation on challenging unconstrained face detection datasets. The researchers then presented experimental results for end-
to-end face verification and identification on IARPA Janus Benchmarks A, B, and C (IJB-A, IJB-B, and IJB-C), as well as the 
Janus Challenge Set 5. (CS5). 
 
Music recommendation system based on user’s sentiments extracted from social networks 
In [6] proposed sentiment analysis, which has been investigated by several Internet services to recommend contents based on 
human emotions expressed through informal texts posted on social networks [7]. However, the sentiment analysis metrics only 
classify a sentence as positive, neutral, or negative in intensity and do not detect sentiment variations based on the user's profile. 
This paper presents a music recommendation system based on a sentiment intensity metric, dubbed enhanced Sentiment Metric 
(eSM), which combines a lexicon-based sentiment metric with a correction factor based on the user's profile. Subjective tests 
in a laboratory setting are used to identify this correction factor. The correction factor is developed based on the experimental 
results and is used to adjust the final sentiment intensity. Users' sentiments are extracted from sentences posted on social 
networks, and the music recommendation system is carried out using a low-complexity framework for mobile devices, which 
suggests songs based on the current user's sentiment intensity. Furthermore, the framework was designed with usability 
ergonomics in mind. The proposed framework's performance is evaluated with remote users using the crowdsourcing method, 
yielding a rating of 91 percent user satisfaction, outperforming a randomly assigned song suggestion, which yielded a rating of 
65 percent user satisfaction. Furthermore, the paper presents low perceived impacts on the analysis of energy consumption, 
network, and latency in accordance with the recommendation system's processing and memory perception, demonstrating 
benefits for the consumer electronic world. 
 
Yolo only looked once: unified, real-time object detection. 
The system [8] was proposed using a novel object detection approach [9]. Previous work on object detection repurposes 
classifiers to detect objects. They framed object detection instead as a regression problem to spatially separated bounding boxes 
and associated class probabilities. In a single evaluation, a single neural network predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities 
directly from full images. Because the entire detection pipeline is a single network, detection performance can be optimized 
end-to-end. Their unified architecture is lightning-fast. Their YOLO model, at 45 frames per second, processes images in real 
time. Fast YOLO, a smaller version of the network, processes an astounding 155 frames per second while achieving twice the 
mAP of other real-time detectors. YOLO makes more localization errors than state-of-the-art detection systems but is less likely 
to predict false positives on background. YOLO learns very general object representations. When generalizing from natural 
images to other domains such as artwork, it outperforms other detection methods such as DPM (Deformable Parts Model) and 
R-CNN. 
 
YOLOv4: optimal speed and accuracy of object detection 
In [10] proposed a large number of features to improve the accuracy of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [10]. Practical 
testing of such feature combinations on large datasets is required, as is theoretical justification of the results. Some features are 
only applicable to certain models and problems, or only to small-scale datasets; whereas others, such as batch-normalization 
and residual-connections, are applicable to the vast majority of models, tasks, and datasets. Weighted-Residual-Connections 
(WRC), Cross-Stage-Partial-Connections (CSP), Cross mini-Batch Normalization (CmBN), Self-adversarial-training (SAT), 
and Mish-activation are assumed to be such universal features. They combined new features such as WRC, CSP, CmBN, SAT, 
Mish activation, Mosaic data augmentation, CmBN, DropBlock regularization, and CIoU loss to achieve state-of-the-art results: 
43.5 percent AP (65.7 percent AP50) for the MS COCO dataset at a real-time speed of 65 FPS on Tesla V100. 
 
SSD: single shot multibox detector 
In [11] proposed using a single deep neural network to detect objects in images. SSD discretizes the output space of bounding 
boxes into a set of default boxes with different aspect ratios and scales per feature map location. At prediction time, the network 
computes score for the presence of each object category in each default box and adjusts the box to better match the object 
shape. Furthermore, the network naturally handles objects of varying sizes by combining predictions from multiple feature 
maps with different resolutions. SSD is simpler than object proposal methods because it eliminates proposal generation and 
subsequent pixel or feature resampling stages and encapsulates all computation in a single network. This makes SSD simple to 
train and integrate into systems that require a detection component. SSD has competitive accuracy to methods that use an 
additional object proposal step and is much faster, according to experimental results on the PASCAL VOC, COCO, and 
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ILSVRC datasets. SSD also provides a unified framework for both training and inference. On the VOC2007 test at 59 FPS on 
an Nvidia Titan X, SSD achieves 74.3 percent mAP1 for 300 input and 76.9 percent mAP for 512 input, outperforming a 
comparable state-of-the-art Faster R-CNN model. SSD has much better accuracy than other single stage methods, even with a 
smaller input image size. 
 
YOLO9000: better, faster, stronger 
YOLO9000, [11] proposed  is a cutting-edge, real-time object detection system capable of detecting over 9000 object 
categories. First, they propose several novel and prior work-based improvements to the YOLO detection method. The improved 
model, YOLOv2, performs admirably on standard detection tasks such as PASCAL VOC and COCO. The same YOLOv2 
model can run at varying sizes thanks to a novel, multi-scale training method, providing an easy tradeoff between speed and 
accuracy. YOLOv2 receives 76.8 mAP on VOC 2007 at 67 FPS. YOLOv2 achieves 78.6 mAP at 40 FPS, outperforming state-
of-the-art methods such as Faster RCNN with ResNet and SSD while still running significantly faster. They proposed a method 
for training on object detection and classification simultaneously. Using this method, they trained YOLO9000 on both the 
COCO detection and ImageNet classification datasets at the same time. Their collaborative training enables YOLO9000 to 
predict detections for object classes that lack labelled detection data. On the ImageNet detection task, they validate their 
approach. Despite only having detection data for 44 of the 200 classes, the YOLO9000 achieves 19.7 mAP on the ImageNet 
detection validation set. YOLO9000 receives 16.0 mAP on the 156 classes that are not in COCO. In real-time, YOLO9000 
predicts detections for over 9000 different object categories. 
 
Bam: Bottleneck Attention Module 
The [12] proposed recent advances in deep neural networks developed through architecture search for higher representational 
power. They focused on the effect of attention in general deep neural networks in this paper. They proposed the Bottleneck 
Attention Module (BAM), a simple and effective attention module that can be integrated with any feed-forward convolutional 
neural network. Their module derives an attention map via two distinct channels: channel and spatial. They placed their module 
at each bottleneck of models where feature map down sampling occurs. Their module builds a hierarchical attention at 
bottlenecks with a variety of parameters and is trainable end-to-end with any feed-forward model. They validated their BAM 
using the CIFAR-100, ImageNet-1K, VOC 2007, and MS COCO benchmarks. Their experiments show consistent improvement 
in classification and detection performance with different models, demonstrating BAM's broad applicability. 
 

III.PROPOSED WORK 
Fig 1 depicts the system architecture of face emotion recognition and the music recommendation system. Face Image dataset 
is given as input to the system. Each face in the images will be marked with boundary line. YoloV5 algorithm is implemented 
on the preprocessed image dataset which produce the emotion as a result. The detected emotion is given as an input to the 
MusiCart (a website with musics) to recommend a music according to the emotion. 
 

 
Fig 1 . System Architecture  
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IV. FACE EMOTION RECOGNITION 
Image dataset 
A dataset is a set of images. The dataset contains 3152 images for all emotions like angry, happy, neutral and sad in total. These 
datasets are taken from EPFL website. The EPFL-RLC dataset was captured using three static HD cameras in the EPFL Rolex 
Learning Center. The following list of images in Fig 2 are downloaded dataset from EPFL website. 

 
Fig 2. Image Dataset 

 
Face boundary detection 
Face detection is a computer technology that identifies human faces in digital images and is used in variety of applications. The 
psychological process by which humans locate and attend to faces in a visual scene is also referred to as face detection. This 
face bounding detection is done by bounding box. Bounding boxes are the most commonly used type of annotation in computer 
vision. Bounding boxes are rectangular boxes used to define the location of the target object. They can be determined by the x 
and y axis coordinates in the upper-left corner and the x and y axis coordinates in the lower-right corner of the rectangle. 
Bounding boxes are generally used in object detection and localization tasks. Face boundary is done using makesense.ai 
website. It is a free-to-use online tool for labelling photos. Image labelling is the process of identifying and marking various 
details in an image. It is useful when automating the process of generating meta data or making recommendations to users 
based on details in their images. Dataset is labeled for 3152 images. The Fig 3 shows the bounding box of each image in the 
dataset created using makesense.ai site. 
 

 
Fig 3. Face Bounding Box 

Image processing and feature extraction 
Image processing is a method to perform operations on an image, in order to get an enhanced image or to extract useful 
information from it. After face boundary detection, the labels are extracted from makesense.ai website. The label shown in            
Fig 4 containing coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) or by one co-ordinate (x1, y1) and width (w) and height (h) of the bounding 
box. 
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Fig 4. Bounding Box Showing Co-Ordinates X1, Y1, X2, Y2,Width and Height  

 
V. CLASSIFICATION OF EMOTION USING YOLOV5 

Four steps are involved in the classification of emotions using YOLOv5 are listed as follows. 
Preparing dataset 
The dataset contains images of various vehicles in varied face emotion. These images have been collected from the EPFL 
(Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne). EPFL-RLC (Rolex Learning Center) dataset was recorded in the EPFL Rolex 
Learning Center using three static HD cameras. Unlike most of the existing multi-camera datasets, the cameras fields of view 
are overlapping. Each camera has a resolution of 1920*1080 pixels and during the acquisition a frame rate of 60 frames per 
second was used. The images are from varied conditions and scenes. It contains 4 classes in total. They are Angry, Sad, Neutral, 
Happy. Labeled dataset are obtained from EPFL site and annotated them using tool makesensi.ai. Annotations and images are 
kept in the same directory. Then train, test, and validation txt files are generated. Best practice would be to keep 70% data in 
the training set, 20% in the validation set, and 10 % in the testing set. 
 
Environment setup 
The important thing is that will require PyTorch version ≥ 1.5, and Python version 3.7. The rest of the below dependencies in 
Fig  5 are installed using pip/requirement.txt file. 

 
Fig 5. Requirements For Yolov5  

 
Configure/modify files and directory structure should be as show in following Fig. 6. 
To train the YOLOv5 model, need to perform some steps. 
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• Start with the cloning repository for YOLOv5.  
• Modify YAML (Yet another Markup Language) file to describe the dataset parameters.  

 
Fig 6. Coco128 Yaml File 

Training and inference 
To train the YOLOv5, Glenn has proposed 4 versions [ ]. 

• YOLOv5-s which is a small version 
• YOLOv5-m which is a medium version 
• YOLOv5-l which is a large version 
• YOLOv5-x which is an extra-large version 

While training the model, YAML file is passed to YOLOv5-s model. 
Move to the directory and use the following command to start training. 
!python train.py –img 640 –batch 16 –epochs 100 –data coco128.yaml –weights yolov5s.pt 

• img: size of the input image 
• batch: batch size 
• epochs: number of epochs 
• data: YAML file which was created in previous step 
• cfg: model selection YAML file.  
• weights: weights file to apply transfer learning. 
• device: to select the training device, “0” for GPU, and “cpu” for CPU. 

This command will start the model training immediately.  Trained the model for 700 epochs. 
After the model has been trained. It will test its performance on validation images. 
To run the model inference, following command is used. 
! python detect.py –weights yolov5.pt –img 640 –conf 0.25 –source data/images 

• source: input images directory or single image path or video path 
• weights: trained model path 
• conf: confidence threshold 

This will process the input and store the output in inference directory. 
Validation 
As a result of trained model inference, Fig 7 shows the emotion that was detected for the image. 
 

 
Fig 7. Detected Image 

Once the training is completed, the model is saved in “weights” directory and the resulting matrix graph will be generated as 
following Fig 8. mAP (mean Average Precision) is an evaluation metric used in YOLO. It compares the ground-truth bounding 
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box with the detected box and returns score. The higher the score, the more precise the model’s detections will be. The model 
is trained with mAP@0.5 is 0.95 as shown in Fig 8 which indicates the model is trained well to detect the facial emotion. 
 

 
Fig 8. Resulting matrix graph 

 
VI. MUSIC RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM 

 
The login page contains a username and password for the users to login as shown in Fig 9. 
 

 
Fig 9. Login Page 

The main page as shown in Fig 10 contains all categories of songs. The user can listen to music they want. Songs are 
categorized according to the emotions (angry, sad, neutral, and happy). 

 

 
Fig 10. Main Page 

 
The emotion page is build using the Flask API. It is an API of Python that allows us to build web applications. The user’s 

face will be captured using a webcam. Emotion is detected using YOLOv5 algorithm and the detected image is displayed in 
MusiCart as shown in Fig 11 Songs are displayed based on the emotion detected. 
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Fig 11. Detecting Face Emotion  

The following Fig 12 is a set of songs for angry emotions. 

fig 
Fig 12. Angry Songs 

 
The following Fig 13 is a set of songs to recommend for happy emotions based on user playlist category. 

 
Fig 13 .Happy Songs 

 
The following Fig 14 is a set of songs for sad emotions based on user’s playlist category. 

 
Fig 14. Sad Songs 
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IV.CONCLUSION 
The recommendation of music based on facial emotion using machine learning technique is intended to improve the interaction 
between the music system and the user because music helps to change the user’s mood and it’s a stress relief for certain people. 
The object recognition system can be used in surveillance systems, face identification, fault detection, character recognition 
and also used in face emotion. The goal of this project is to create a music recommendation system based on facial emotion. 
The point detection algorithm is used for feature extraction and YOLOv5 is used for training face emotion for promising results. 
Thus, system provided 0.95 accuracy on real face images. The emotion obtain are passed to music website created which shows 
a list of songs based on their emotion. The limitation of face emotion recognition detects person only when the user is directly 
facing the camera and it detects users when they are in bright surroundings. The problem is to improve this system to detect 
facial emotions of the people who are not directly facing the camera and it should also be able to detect them in the dull 
background by increasing the dataset. Music recommendation system can be further developed by implementing an algorithm 
for the music website to list top songs based on the user’s listing list. 
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